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CHAPTER I
INTBODUCTIOH
:

-

' .

■ The Problem

: The problem' of the relation between the individual and
1

.

society has traditionally occupied, a, prominent place in social
philosophy and in the social sciences generally0

toils sobb -thinkers

have dealt -with this problem explicitly and in extenso and have .de»

’

veloped elaborate solutionss others have preferred to accept trails
tional answers in order to turn at. once to less abstruse'matters..
However, a reasoned inquiry concerned with social organizations can no

more afford to neglect this problem than a theory of inanimate nature
can afford to ignore the question of how chemical elements combine to
form compounds and the further .question of how these1 compounds in*
fluenee each other.

To comprehend-societies is.in large part, to

possess1insight into the manner in which numbers of individuals unite'
in the formation of. social groups and the way in which these groups,
once constituted, are1 related, to their members0

-

Most social theories adhere to one or the other of two
diametrically opposed doctrines or seek to combine them in an eclectic

■■"The ,more or less neutral term '•society1’ is used here to avoid ’
unnecessary complications. There is- a not unnatural inconsistency in
the use of terms like “society,u “state” and “government,“ since some
theories1
-virtually identify the state with the government and dis
tinguish both from society, while non-atomistic theories do not.

fashion.

The first view, which may foe described as ind.i"9'idualistie5

mechanistic and atomistic, holds that only the individual is real and

society is an artifact., individuals .are prior to society; each human
.-being is discrete, independent and in no important sense characterized
by the relations in which he stands to others or to the group.
’'Society” is but' a name for an aggregate of Individuals,, and the state
is but a practical device for securing human ends.

This view, which-

Plato attributes-, to Callicles in the Qorgia.8 v has been repeatedly de»
fended by noainalistically-inclined .social pliilosophers.0 .
The'second view, eommonly known as organisiaic ox* holistic, regards
society or the state as the fundamental social reality and conceives.
-of the individual as subordinate and. ’
wholly, dependent upon the group

for his essential attributes.- The relation of the individual to
society is -not like that of > replaceable part to a machine'but rather

like that of an organ or cell to the body from whieh it derives its
sustenance and apart from which it would no longer.be that which it is.
This approach, which-perhaps.received its -definitive"formulation in
the philosophy of Hegel, has been -familiar, to"--both philosophers and '
laymen- since the time of' Plato.

It is 'suggested by .Aristotle’s. comment

that just as a hand cut off from the body is no longer a hand, so a man
apart from society Would be either-©‘beast or a god.

In Christian

thought it is sketched', though not philosophically -elaborated, in- a
passage in St. Paul’s first letter- to the Corinthians which compares
the church to a body with many members so tightly, organized that
“whether one member suffer, all the..members' suffer with"it; "or one

-

■■

■

' V: •

member, be hbnoredy all' the members rejoice with it* "

.

■3:

And it re~: ",

eeives a brief but imforgettable egression in Faust !s eelebra-ted
description of the Halerocosas
.■

. : -How .each the Whole its substance givess
Each in the other works and lives

.

.

A prominent tvrentieth oentury "thinker has distinguished
between these two theories as follows.?

-

' .'What I propose-.to call the organic theor^r defines the ■State as.Society organised as a sovereign pblitleal
-body and'conceives:-' it. as'a-natural individual,, superior ■
to and more valuable than the individuals who are its
citizens,. Opposed, to this theory is the meehanieal hypothesis, in- which the State is not a natural-grown '
but, an artificial .product. It is a device -made by men for .a particular purpose and is of value only because it
serves that purpose.' This' theory'requires a sharp dis
tinction to be drax*m between the State and Society0 .
Instead, of being''identical with politically organiised ' '
Society, the State is now defined rather as what We
ordinarily call the government in the widest sense of
that term.^ ; .■ " .
■ , ■ - ", /'
The organic state, is something that man'©jcists fori'th©; individu
alistic state is created by man to work for him,. ■
w

6m=iSKi#e«i60

.When the eontemporaiy historian,. Arnold J. Toynbee, undertakes .

in his monumental A 3tudy of History to interpret for his generation
the:.entire course of world history, philosophers may well expect
that he will find it necessary to expatiate upon these matters at , •

>
"

:' 1 SoriiitiSins i2g26,:'.

-'t-

3
. Goethe's Faust, part.I, .scene I, lines 94”9.5»
.

*Te.B. Weldon, States and tforals (Mew York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc.,. 1947),,'p. 29,.
. ■:

some lengths

And' this expectation is by no means disappointed, since the

thoughtful; historian must, not only seek;to discover an “intelligible
field of study11 but must also inquire how this social field relates to
its individual eomponentSo

.

'

'

■

The task of the present thesis is to exsaaine in detail'the solution
which he offers, to. determine its adequacy•as .a philosophical theory and ;/
to consider .its usefulness' as a "guiding principle in the social sciences* ;:

The present chapter offers a brief introductory.sketch of Toynbee’s e»p=proach followed ;by siyimary expositions of the two -.main •theories, as- ex*-'
pounded by their leading adherents.. The chapters that follow, will be
■concerned with a detailed analysis of^ Toynbee's'Contributions'-to this
matter*

,

,:

-

3h analysing the gro#hS of 'eiviliisatiotis,'Toynbee'-disagrees with,
both.those Who consider, society as mechanistic and those who look upon it -;
as* akin to an organism.

Me holds that both views are- inadequate and that

this rels-tion must be investigated anew"for' his study.! Thus he .discards'
the,view that the individual is a-complete reality in himself with so
ciety. being nothing -but a "sum'of atbmic' individuals' who .-form "society 'by.

-joining togethero/ He. considers the-organic solution just as inappropri*ate as the aforementioned, individualistic view.
.that,- society:

:t

The organieists believe;

is real-and a complete whole

while the individual; is merely a dependent part of this' whole.
;-As m example of the Atomic- and mechanistic- approach*' Toynbee •
describes the Homeric Cyclops #..Poiyphehus? .but he goes on to say that

Arnold J« Toynbee. *A Study of History (Londont. Oxford
University Press, 1934), Tllyp.'28. *
v

- :
•

■;

it is impossible to .eoneeive of man ;ss being self-sufficient to the
extent of being free of all social influence,

Toynbee would here agree

with Aristotle’s iiuch quoted phrase ;ths* "man is by nature a political

animal,1’

-

-

■ Then Toynbee examines exBmples which illustrate the organic vle%f0
Fir$ts there are hyaenopteroua ins@ets*«-bees, suats, wasps and similar
invertebrates which are' noted for their efficient and complex social
o^gsniaation'that 'discounts entirely individual worth,- Mexfc$ he looks

at colonies of .coral*»that form of marine life in which the/individual
.animal is completely subordinate to ths needs, and. activities of the 7
'
'
";
whole structure.
He considers, too,, the theories of such well-known
.organicists as- 'Spencer and' Spengler,
8 .
"are not living organismso*’.

But ’’societies," he says flatly,
'' '
'

Traditional Theories

(a)

Hobbes $ Of \thdse;-advocating the 'individualistic.or .'atomic

view of the relation in question,'"Thomas Hobbes; takes an extreme view.
He holds-that- society is. based on utilitarian, needs and comes into
existence only as individuals band together for a common purpose,

6

Aristotle, The Politics, H. Rockhsm,". translator.(Londoni William
Heinenmn, ltd, s 1932), p.' 9o
'
7
■
Toynbee," 2$L».
XOC, p. 219,
s
'' '
■
1
■
Ibid,, IE, p, 168, '
9
'
■•
i&ile Hobbes- speaks -of. the .
’’commonwealth.” or ’’state,” the less
precise t e a "society" is perhaps sore faithful'to the intent of the
argument at this point.

6
With the need for security goes its corollary, the need for
power.' This individualistic account of ,selfish human motives'leads' to
his•famous portrait of the natural state of man in which there is no

security because .individuals are equal in strength and cunningo
’y

There is another principle in bteimh nature besides desire, and

that is .reason.:. Self-preserration is still the -spur 'to 'action, but
rational self-preseipvation .considers .-the' consequences of action*
Therefore-'mn. join together to promote their individual interests, and
30’ "
'
'
‘
society is born. In the state of nature, each man must pursue his
own security •■'alone5 in society, the same aim is sought through the
group.

In short, Hobbes.maintains that peace and. cooperation are

better raeans' of gairiihg self-preservation than violence and eompeti- ,.
tion,. Men give up their individual liberty in: order' to gain ;pro~:
tection through numbers.

■

.

■ .■

.

' He bases his scientific materialism on the premise that motion
is the irreducible fact in all natural events end processes.

Human

behavior is affected by motion conveyed through the sense organs and
the nerves to the brain and heart.

The "vital motion" of the -heart,

thus aided or retarded, gives rise to the appearance of the primitive
types of feeling, desire and aversion... Hobbes derives all the more
eompleic emotions from these.

The psychological principle at the root ,

of all behavior is self-preservation.

He sees life as a fearful pur

suit of the continuaziee of eristence. .'He pictures'men -as'living wild ■
and in a condition of war towards one another before the state is

■ ' 10

. ■
Of. p. 9.;ante..-.

■

"

■

.

’ - .

,

7
organiaad, Man is interested; only in himself,:and.his ovm interests
'
' ,'
' ;•' 1 1
■’
'
, ■■■:■ ■ ’,■ . ' •
dictate self-protection, x
- . ..
The final].. Cause 5 End.j or Designs •of men,'(who naturally .
love Liberty and Dominion over others9) in the introduction
of that restraint upon themselves, (in which wee see them
live in Goimaon-wealths,) is the foresight of their own.
preservation, and of a more contented life thereby; that is
to say, of getting themselves out from that miserable con
dition of Warre," which' is necessarily, consequent , ., . to .
■ the natural! Passions of,men, when there is. no .visible Power
to keep them in awe,.and tye them by feare of -pm’
iishment to
the perfomanee of their-Covenants, and observation of those.
Lawes of nature, . , e* 2
'
. Thus society is only an- “artificial$1 collection of human beings
who find it' advantageous to use this method of obtaining their 'goal.
Societal, living: -does-..-not: follow directly from man's original nature

and is not an end in itself| it is but a contrived, means to indi
vidual' satisfaction,

'

In {Joining together, men of necessity must yield the. control of
their social organization to some particular individual or group of
individuals.

To Hobbes it is .immierial who is designated the -•

sover8 ign--all men are equal' in attributes, and. complete power re
sides in the ruler because he has received it from all the others.
This submission of the .wills of all- those men to the will
. of one man, •or -one .council, is then made, ■when, each one of
. hhes obligeth. himself by contract to every one of the rest,
not to resist the' will of that one man, /or council, to
- tfhich he hath submitted, himself5 that is,-that he- refuse
■ him not the use of his wealth and strength against any
others whatsoever (for he is supposed still to retain a

'
■
'V
-.
■■
.
- . ■. i
:
.. Thoms Hobbes, Leviathan (London1 OeAbridge University Press,
1904)1-r:-87,:
- ;
‘.- : - :
' '
11

Ibid., p, 11$.

right of defending himself against •violence) and this is
called mioBo ^

;

.

Hobbes not.only retains the use of force, but he considers it of
great importance in the establistonent said maintenance of the state. '
Sines men are naturally unsocial,, they 'will not agree to respect
other's rights without force, .Security, .therefore, depends upon force-?■

ful control through a government.

He uses .the idea of a contract to

explain the situation whereby individuals give up self-help and place
themselves under, a sovereign.

He is careful that he shall not'make

his contract blading upon the sovereign.

Hobbes advocates absolute

sovereignty as an alternative'to 'anarchy;' and, curiously enough, he
seems to have reeogniKed no third possibility, .: '

/'

; v

. .

. SbQietyy then,. .is based on mmtual jfear; and its •continuance de
pends on the absolute power of the sovereign.

It is the .sum of indi

vidual humans. Thus Bobbed answers; the question of the relation of
the individual to society in terms of a radical individualism.

The

individual is complete apart from society but- joins with other indi
viduals in order to gain for hittiself--thro,ugh society, the artificial ■
association e o 'organised-*—peace and orderly -existence*

(b);'t.Soekes

That the individualistic'approach need not involve

so black a picture of human nature or. lead to a force theory of the
state becomes clear from a consideration of the version provided by
John Locke,

Though less consistent than Hobbes and more proae to:

.vagueness-'and...equivocation,' this disciple- of sound common sense pro-

^Thomas Hobbes, De Giv© (Hew Tories
1949)» p. 67.

Appleton-»Gentury-Grafts,

9
tided, a doctrine of individual rights that was profoundly 'influential

oh-two continents o
:

-

''Locke begins his thdtiry by conceding to individuals indefeasible

rights including the right to private property.

He holds to the,

traditional' view, aecbtding io which the government is responsible to

the people and. its power is limited by constitutional, devices and the
moral lawe Government^ though, originally established as a matter of
necessity* continues to exist for -the •sake: -of human, welfare*

'

He. attacks,-' especially, Hobbes1•identification -of 'the state- of

nature with:a state of war.

For Lock®#, 'rather,, man’s original con

dition was one-of peace and goodwill.

It lacked merely the necessary

organisation# law and police power to secure the rights of -individualse
'Moral, law-- is eternally valid; .human institutions simply enable It to -

be enforced, ;Though, .each oan" in his original state must defend.Lis '
rights# these rights exist and are morally compelling prior to and

independently of the government*

Locke places great stress upon the'

right to"property.' .To better protect his property and other rights#
main',forms, society. 'Thus society exists to protect rights which it

does.not create for the sake of memberswhose essential nature it does,
not affecto

.

Men being# as has been, said# by nature all free# equal# and
.•'independent,-'no one can be put out of this estate# and sub*
jested to the political power of another# without his own
'.consent, which is done'by agreeing- with other men to- join ' ^
. and..unite" into &• community for their,, comfortable, .safe -and.'
peaceable'.living'.one amongst another# in a secure enjoyment ...
. .. .of their properties# and a-gi’ester seeuxdty against any
..•.,
’. that are not of it. , This any nwber of men E&y do.# because'

10
it injures not the freedom of the rest; they are left as
they were in the liberty of the. state of nature,^
■; In revising the doctrine of natural law, Locke stresses a number
of individual rights instead of & code of laws favoring the common
good, of society.

These individual rights limit the community and. pro

tect the 'liberties of private persons.

Probably Locke believed the ■

'

rights he named to be self-evidents as there is no way of proving them.
According to Locke., civil society coHies -from the consent'of the
people.- The government has no power swept that given to it by the

individuals.
own interests.

They do so, of course, -'in order to better preserve their
Locke holds that the first compact that foms a society

is of much more importance than that which forms a government.

As long

•as the government is faithful, it retains the power given to it by the .

people.but it forfeits its power whenever it attempts to invade the
'rights of its eitisens.

. •

.

The basis of Locke's entire system is the individual and. his
rights.

He seeks to defend individual liberty against any political

pressure. -.The community is, the trustee, of the rights of the individual,.
Thus 'John. Looke’must be classified with others who consider the
•individual'the -pyima^i -#ality:'and'--uoclal organiaation an artificial''
addendum,, deliberately established for utilitarian reasons.

For him,

society is-brought into existence only to safeguard rights which
Initially belong-to individuals as such.

John Locke, "An Essay Concerning the True Original, Extent and.
End of Civil Government, 111 The English Philosophers from Bacon to Mill, .:
E. A. Burtt, editor (New Torkr EandoBi House, .Inc., 3-939), p. 441.6

XI

(a)

Hegel;

At the opposite.end of: the scale from' individualism

is the theory of drganicisme

This view holds that the group^is the

ultimate social reality and that so-called individuals, are hut -&%- ■
stracstions devoid of independent e3d.st®ncea The Individual, is '
nothing in himself; all his significant attributes stea from his

,

membership in society.

'

One of the leading expdnents of this view was

the. Geman idealist Georg lilhela Friederiek Hegel (l?70='-i].83-l)»
' Hegel regaz’ds. the. state as unique among institutions.

He agrees

with Housseau that it expands rather than limits human freedom.

Be

believhs thht the ihdlvidual^ when.allowed by the state to make certain
choices (asithe choice, of, his o%m vocation)^ is receiving.all the; pez6”
sonal freedom that .tie.can; expect.

He also seems to. adhere to a doe-

trine of the Genezaal.'Mill3 reminiscent of Bousseau, although he
strongly disagree© with.the author of The Social Contract on the sub
ject of the .French Bevolution.

As ..Hegel consistently opposed the.

’

imtraisaeled individualism of the Bnli-ghtentoent, his rejection of the ;
natural rights doctrine need occasion no surprise.
The individual per s© is viewed as'merely capricious.

Hegel is

offended- by..any doetrine. of. the political equality which negates the'
15
■'
.
'
.functional differences between men. ... The state is perverted xirhen . ■
considered.as a utilitarian means for satisfying private needs.
Bathers individual motives reach their highest dignity only by

' 15
: v .
'•
Gep.rg, ¥, Fi-. Be.gel, The Phllos.ophy of Eight, T, M, IhaoXs
translator (London; 'Oxford. University Press^ 1942)$ p» 130.

.-

12
absorption in civil society and finally in the state.

Individuality

has a social basis; without the social-whole, it has no. meaning,:
The individual', then, is a social being who attains to moral signifi
cance only as he acts as a member of the group.
participation and abhor isolation.

Human beings crave •

Individual consent, cannot be a

prerequisite for the establishment of society, simply because apart
from society there can be no htyaan individuals to consent,

Hegel

considers abstract individualism as the chief error'of the revolu
tionary philosophy, , :,
■
.
;
■
' '
; ''
'
16
The individual can be understood only as a member of society.
The historical, social and economic conditions in which man'-lives de
termine his nature.

Even the individual’s'moral and intellectual

outlook derives from sad is shared with society, and it is this
latter which Hegel regards as the intelligible field of study.

Freedom

is not an Individual endowment'but a social phenomenon which arises '
'from the 'matching of individual dapaeity. to the aceotoplishitient of
.socially significant work'i,

-.

’’Real freedom” is achieved through citizen

ship and the individual’s'work in soeietyt it is not a- native .endowment
of each person,;■ .

•.

'.

V.

,

,

The crux of Hegel's opposition to social atomism lies in his
demand that human-activity be organized'not in terns of per-.
• sohal motives dr intereats.'but in te.ms of an objective ;
'.
status in a differentiated social whole. Eights are the
: natural expression of one’s station and duties, not the re
sult of a contrast between independent individuals,^ y. -

,

- Ibid,. p, 242 '
17
Sidney Hook, From Hpgel to:Marx (lew Iork§ Eeynal.and .
Hitchcock, [N, Dp ), pi 43, '
1

Hegel views the solitary individual as a sentjjaental self-seeker
who is tmmoved by social desires,

ifithout the state, -society is

essentially anarchical and functions in a mechanic& 1 fashion to balance
the irrational drives of individuals.

For him, the state is the only

moral force as it provides the only ethical values,- The individual
finds dignity only.in serving-the state,
to the state.

Hegel subordinates.society

Considered alone, society will function only me

chanically from the ^inter-acting individual acquisitive motives.

The

state, -although' utilising, civil .society for some of: its work, stands .

on a higher level and is not means but end.

While civil society -is

an area of -blind inclination, the state is rational and is "the march
19
■
.
■' ; .
of God in the world,"
'
Hegel will not accept compromises where the rights of the.state
are‘concerned.

Because of the high standing of states, the only way

to settle a disagreement between them is by war. But war is good
- ■
, '.
■- ■.
■20
because it properly subordinates the individual to the state, : •
Its good side is that'it compels us to risk life and •
property , . this is one advantage of war. Another is
that it inculcates -discipline, and, moral soundness, „ . » Mar,
like other public calamities..- 'does teach .sacrifice to -some
who did not know- it'before,2*.
,

X8 " Hegel, .og> dlt,, p, 156,

, -

19
" JbM,, p„:;2?9,
^Weldon, o£, elt,
':

■ ■.
'

pp. 92-93,

.■■'.■■■■' :
' v '
L, T. Hobhouse, The Metaphysical Theory of the State
(London: George Allen and Umiin, Ltd., 1918), p, 100.
21

■
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'

'

Hegel11s view, idealizes' poWer and puts the '-nation dii a met'aphysi-*
cal pMie above morality.

His oritique .of individualism gives only a

minor place to the individual as sueh=

He stresses the larger whole

and so must be numbered among organieistg0
(b)

..Bfadleyt

,

Another leading exponent of organieisBi was Francis

Herbert Bradley, .m .Absolutist.a M :Neo*Hegeiian, who studied': under
Green at Oxford,

This celebrated late 'nineteenth-century dialectician

followed Hegel both in point of time and in temper of thought.

He

•denies that freedom is a matter of individual caprice and defines it

in .terms of a Status given the' individual: by the institutions of the
cpasnmity.' Moral value is attained only in the performance of socially
valuable'work.

The individual has neither rights nor -happiness, apart

from his place' in society, within which alone .he can realize his po«»
•tentialities ..through•performing "the functions which fall to his lot.:
Bradley6^ views might..eVen•be' taken to mean that society is always"
right and the.s©lf«»relisrit individual always wrong,

\.

Bradley maintains that organieism alone permits, all to see in its
true light the.foolishness of. those theories which idealize ^rights, 81
•"freedom" "and, "liberty.'■•Bnvironmantal.influ®ace assures -that, .the.'
•youth'of the nation will be indoctrinated

1 6 th

basic political creeds..

Bradley hoped that the orgsnic .state would be mors liberal in dealingwith, individuals than' were' many of the states of his time. '. He saw
that, a demeratie state: itiight "go bad8* and operate by force.

So he

■thought th# the conscience of. the individual would be: better -treated '.
in .an..organic state•even, .though he were actually submerged.

■.

■Bradley'contends' that the end of morality is self-realiaation<,
But the same ;e.aaubt/tie foimd in pleasure or in duty, and Bradley's
:conclusion•is that it is,found in "my station and. its duties,” As he
expresses its'
%

"'

'

-

..

'

1

"

-

Thus the child *', P is b o m not into a desert, but into
a living vorid, a whole which has a true individuality
of its own, and into a system and order which it is
go
difficult to look at as anything else than an organism,*^
The individual by himself is .an unreal abstraction, able to,

realise himself only by sharing with others in the.social..state.
ma&.eannoi.be teken in isolation.
individual.

A

There' is no such thing as ,the mere

.

The organs are always" at work for the,whole, the whole la
at work in the organs. And 1 am one of the organd.
The state .id not'an. assembly, but a living being.:
gives the.individual happiness through obedience.

It commands and,

The solution of ,

socio-political difficulties, Bradley finds, lies in regarding the

eoswunity as the moral organism. ,Only the organic state -can •save,the
individual-, for the welfare of the whole includes the welfare of its
members.

.

...

.

: ‘ A man imows the right as. a result ’of.- internalination of the
mores of the community.

The community, then, supplies the standards

of morality and illumines the way to a- degree•of self-realisation.
that no one can attain by himself»

•

'"“F, H. Bradley. .Ethical Studies '(icndotii..Oxford University
Press, 1876), p. 171.
■

There is nothing better than my station end its duties,
nor anything higher or more truly beautiful. It holds and
it will hold its .om against the worship of the ‘individual, <
whatever fora that m y take#'*^'
'
So much for the ttto outstanding traditional theories,,

It is

obvious that -each one is open to.certain grave objections, and it
appears not unlikely that a coflprdmise position may prove superior
to these extreme standpoints» Perhaps: the factual approach of a
trained historian will-provide the solution which1 speculative ■ .
philosophy seeks for M

vain,

’

"
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T W Field of Actiont ...When Toynbee addresses himself directly to
the question of ths relation between society and the individual«, his"

initial statement, for all its clarity, contributes little to a solwtioa of the problem.

He

rites:

What, then, is the triae relation between human societies
and individuals? . The truth seems to be, that a human
:
society is, in itself, a relation, a particular kind of ref
lation between himan beings who are not only individuals but
are also social animals in the sense that they could not
exist at alitor at .any rate not humanly»='>d.thont being in .
this social relation with one another0 •L
This surely raises as many questions as it answers0

Is society

merely. &'"relation^between” human beings$ and, if so, do the related
/ '■
'
"
'''
'' 2
;l'
'' :
'
terms fall outside of society?1' Does "it. advance the inquiry.'a single

step to s&y that humans are. both individuals .and also,beings that de
rive their •existence and nature from, .the group? Are. social relations

•1

"Arnold J, Toynbee, A Study of History (London: Oxford University •
. Press, 1934), 3*11, p, 223,
■.
.
.
;
2
■
' '
"- '
■1 ‘
Jki contrast •with-Toynbee's definition, of society is a generally
accepted one such as'found in.the Piction&i?f of Sociology: “A group
of human beings cooperating in, the pursuit of several of their "major
,interests invariably including self-maintenance and self-preservation. -MHenry Pratt Fairchild, Sictionany of Sooiolo,gy' (Ames, Iowa: .littlefield,
Adams and Company,. 1955/7^7*300..
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Internal or external^ioSo, is the individual eharaeterised by M s

relative position.' within •this social context, or is he not so
:charaoterissed? Just what relation or relations are involved?, Toynbee
must face these questions in the development of his theme, and his
meaning will have to emerge as the argument proceeds.
To clarify his discussion, Toynbee uses the illustration of
individuals symbolised by searchlight projectors on earth,

lach

light sends out a beam which,' in this, example, is not pzdsaed into an
unnatural shaft by reflectors or lenses.

These beams extend upward

at different angles and diverge variously.

These lights, regardless

of angles of divergence or angles of projection, will eventually co
incide at infinity.

Clouds drifting above the earth will interrupt

these light shafts and fora sereens.. for -the projectors at planes
short of infinity.

On these clouds some of the beams will coincide,

Toynbee emphasises the eoihbidence of these lights on the clouds and
3
'
■ - .
at infinity, . '
.
;
& his exaaple,vthe searchlights, of course, are individual
humans.

The light.cones represent the fields of action *of their

respedtive individuals.

The coincidence of these fields of action

takes place on fields which represent societies.
derives a Second definition of society,

.

From this Toynbee
'

/A.society, we may aay, is a, relation between individuals^
and this relation of theirs consists in the coincidence of
their individual fields of action? and this coincidence.

Toynbee,■ ojo. cit., 111, pp. 228-229,

combines the individual fields into a common groundj and
this common ground is what we call; society, *•';
This definition considers a field as a relation between indi
viduals. and also as a coincidence of individual fields of action or
"a common ground,"

Then, in the discussion which follows this

definition, Toynbee defines a field as a part or an aspect of the
Individual himself and also as a locus'for the, acting agents.

He

further complicates the picture by calling a field'a' synthesis which'
mirrors the aspects or perspectives of ■.the total universe fnom its
particular standpoint,•' He-says'that fields, ?iike the: "fields of force”
in eleetro-mgnetism, are the parts of things or ideas which make them
intelligible and productive and that the "center,11 or core of the event
or idea, by itself is' barren and .could never Influence anything except
for its field.

Happenings occur only in the intermingling of fields0

Toynbee goes on to say that since society is only a "field" for
action, it-does not originate action itself.

Rather, it is individual■

human beings who perform the action that makes history.

The "field"

provides nothing more than a place in which the agent may interact with
other agents.

The society itself Is-only the medium of -communication

.through which individuals interact, This action moves only in one di
rection? it originates i-dth the individual and flows over society.

Creatorss Progress in history does not take place of itself;
rather the group advances only through the earth-shaking creation of

some individual innovator; action must eome from some particular
parson.

However^ not all ind.ividual@-*nor5, in "fact, the majority of

them^-bring about this movement*

Only, exceptional individuals are1

creators of action,
• Toynbee .appears at times to folloxv closely the French philosopher,

Bergson, who considers that these exceptional individuals are the1
mystics, 'They are'always few in number in any given -society*

-

The

creator.is mm-eually fortunate.to find kindred minds about him with
the same thoughts -as his own.

In escfcraordina-ry eases, there may be

a few •individuals ^•who, share the 'creative.impulse * More frequently,
the genius finds himself.alone.

But xfhsther ther© 1 is a creative •

minority or a single creative individual, the.:creative .©lement is
always overwhelmingly outnumbered hy this uncreative majority of the

members of. their societies,. So, the mase.of'mankind must.soaehotf W
shown the advantages, of following their; creators,

:

Toynbee'follows Smuts in-naming'that special attribute of .these

rare individuals tfhioh causes thorn to. determine original movement as
5 '
■■
■ .
■' ■'
• ■- '
, ■
.
"Personality*" As "Personality" develops in these human beings, they;.
are able to accomplish in society that which causes the growth of the
latter.

Thus internal development in this type of -.individual makes

for advancement in the group to which he belongs*
The personality that succeeds in:Bihaiery over hiaself in the
creative field find® that he- cannot keep these ideas to himself*

A-

'

■

'

'

a

creative personality cannot rest until he seeks to make his fellows
like himself'.. The social relation that results is the key to the
growth of civilizations. There, is a movement from the “Yin-state.** .
6
:■
-7 ' , :
■ ■ ;"
to the “Yang-state, ** The “cake of custom" is about to be broken.
The'creator’s contemporaries, .though, resist his initiative because
of natural inertia.

...

. ;

Toynbee holds that primitive societies are in a static coadi' ' .
'
'.
g
tion, whereas.growing' civilisations are in dynamic radremsnt.
The
creative ind,ivictual personalities in "even, a growing civilisation
are never more than a tiny minority of the-whole,-; Bven .primitive
societies, however,.'probably have within themselves their share of
creative geniuses? but these individuals have failed to consolidate
their social gain by bringing all.men along with1them in their
innovations.

So the reason some -societies do hot grow seems to ;

be that.the majority of people have not been induced to follow the

lead, of their superiors,

■

.

The Movement of Withdrawal-aad-Beturns

.
iifhen creative per

sonalities take the mystical way to their highest spiritual level,,
they first pass out of action into “ecstasy*1.and then out of;

- g
- ..
,
■
■- ■
■
■
Ibid..-1, pv- 201.
7 .
•■.
■ .
•
W. Bagehot, Physics and Politics. 10th edition (London 1894,
Began Paul), pp. 2? and 35. Gited by Toynbee, og. git., X, p. 192.
g
•.
'
mid,, pp, 192-195..
.
.
9
'.: ' :
'
' .■
‘
Ibid.. Ill, p. 244.

.

’’ecstasy8* back into, action. ‘ The mystic, of. course, makes these
moves in his'o m 'persomlity,,

But in terns of his social relations,-"

he separates himself from his fellows and withdraws temporarily'to re
alise ’his'individual ^potentiality and then returns to society in order

to put into practice what he has learned dr felt.

’The'.withdrawal is.

necessary for his own development, but the latter has no meaning un
less it is applied to his society.

He cannot permanently withdraw

without giving up his ."'humanity, but the return is -the crux of the whole
movement, .There is a transfiguration which oceurg to the mystic in his •
period of 'withdrawal.^
, ' *. Toynbee ‘s' essay on this subject is, like most of M s .discussions,

filled with illustrations $ but the example of Plato’s Myth of the Gave.
1
:
'
'.11 .
.
in itself seems to illustrate the major points' of this theme. ' Plato
•explains that the;liberated philosophers;- after having seen Reality

and become accustomed': to'its intense light, must return to the-cave to
minister to the.prisoners there.

Plato, along with the other Hellenic

philosophers, looked upon eoatemplation as the highest life; any return.
to action -was.painful and sacrificial.

To the Christian mystic, though,

the return to action among other human beings is .an essential part of
the movement.

.'

-

The Withdrawal-and-Betxim motif is considered by Toynbee to be
an essential element in religion, in the vegetable kingdom (where it

■

V-is spibQliaed' by the death of the seed .and the grot-rbh of the new. :
;y
-. ,
plant}5, in literature and legend and. in all of life.
-.Mimsslfl

:„:V; ^SBSia

.•-:

';.The creative genius is:faced

with the problem of communicating.his discovery td othey* members of his
society,. If he fails$ he will die^=%ither at th® hands of his ignorant
‘fellows Who >fll3. punish him for dlring:to be different or because of
■his..G®i; internal confl$x>t,, aSiSing'':frdra being unable to. influence others
with, spasthing new and good, Xf,:.boweV’
er, he is able: to overcome the

passivity or hostility of ..hie fellows and does transfora society, his
action presents to all others the necessity of adapting themselves to
the situation that/now 'exists,

A-.sdeial •conflict is therefore ih«

'evitable when s, genius'appears with/a; new •idea*'"',

‘

'

.

;

• Hypothetically, ‘this situation need not even be considered, if the
•new-,discovery were made simu.lta.nequsly by all people.

probable to the point of impossibility.
at all, as there is no problem.

But that is im

It is not really a solution • '•

It postulates the‘existence -"of a

similarity in all humans that does away with the twofold division of
creators and followers.

Such universal discovery of a new idea thus

.evades the issue,: for the :great mjopity of'-people are mable to .re*-"
oeive, much less' originate, such dreativeness,

.

■

Actually,, the social conflict whieh results-' from the. emergence'of an innovator can only be resolved by the aceeptanee of the new

,

^ ' - ■
14
development by the masses» Such acceptance is possible in two ways0

'

First, there may be an immediate acceptance on the part of the masses of
that which is new.

This may be ea,lled the mystical method, and. is not to

be expected -to work out among mortal men5 it is.the ideal solution,.a ...
!’spiritual communion,M ^which is a direct, influence from person to per- .
son.

This inconceivable method, would .make all people direct particle

pants in the personality of the leaders.
The.,second asthod' of sequlrlng the acceptance.of the masses for new
creations is that of mimesis or imitation'dr .social drill.

In this way

the unenlightened majority may. follow and accept the creative individual

who cannot hope' to lead in any other way.

In 'mimesis, the brilliant

Mseople of. the leader is taken as a, guide by the rest of the. people».

They .may not toe able 'to see or feel or know what he is experiencing, and
so they actually cannot share in his creativity.'

But,by seeing that

.his new ways are helpful; dr. expedient.or 'profitable, they are led •to, seek,
to duplicate his.activity*

Very likely they will copy only his external

actions with the result that their imitation does not go very sleep. let,
it may toe enough to draw this unereative majority along in. the wake of

the creative genius,

it is only through mimesis, that many, social inno

vations have corns to be possessed.
It should be noted here, that in'primitive societies miidesis is
directed toward ancestors and toward the present day older, generation,
while in growing civilizations, it is directed toward those creative
15
'
personalities who have discovered, that which is netfo

■

'

: ■ '

•

■■■ ■ ,

■
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.;

: ' The MscfaaBicalaess of Mimesisi Toynbee has argued, that mimesis,
is the most expedient way in which discoverers of new..truths -get their
fellomen to follow their, lead*

This

51short,

cut,’* though it may be an

inevitable way, endangers a growing civilization by making it liable
to breakdown, for drill is a type of siechaniaation of life.

There is

ambiguity ■in the attribute ‘hnechanie&ls11 it may inea,n & victory of
16
life over Matter, or it may mean the opposite»
■

'

in the former, such examples as the radio, the airplane and
television may applyy there human inventions have intensified man's
power over his environment.

As drill enables the mereative majority

to follow the1 lead, of the .creative mihority in society,.' so meehanis^t*.
tion of parts of the human body in involuntary actions and in habit
formation enables the human being to concentrate most of his energy

upon those activities which are not automatic.

So, mechanical in

genuity esii be seen in nature as well as in society.
But, on the other hand, the idea of mechanization may also
signify the mastery of Matter over Life,

The idea of '^machine-made" .

products brings with it the connotation of inferiority,
' . If there.is ambiguity and risk involved in attributing mechani
sation to its normal role, there will certainly be even more risk
when the mechanization of mimesis, is used among himans, Mimesis
carries this risk because it is a mechanical response to some outsidesuggestion.

The danger* inherent in mimesis threatens the growing

civilization as long as mimesis is found, necessary.

16

.
ibid,, If , pp,v1 2 2 -1 2 4 ,

And such drill

ts&U foe fomd to be ;neeessa,ry until the'entire group, has changed and.
:become like the leaders^which camaot happen,

;

■

'

The creative leaders who haw used mimesis, risk failure in both
.negative and positive senses,

Megatively, they 'may fall into the -- /

mechahi^atiori' and 'docility of their: folloifers, .fMs will 'result in

■the loss of their initiative and creativity*

-Again,•positive failure. .

.may follow If the leaders take imto themselves power and abuse it,
Then, instead of leadership based on genius, tMs faculty is held, b y , ,
'-brute force.

The result is complete anarchy, loss of control and the

failure of harmony*

In'terms of Toynbee's study,;'this failure is the

"disintegration” of a civilisation as seen in the "Secession of the : ' 17 .
-I- - Proletariat,
'
Bt. the tiwsforitotion .of ..a/paSedtive.. society .into' .a .civiliza*
tion> aiaesis'is dlreeted -a*iay from the oldors and ancestors to'the
pioneers.

The solm is. the raising of the. majority to the new level of - ■

the creative minority*-- Since this; use -'of .mimesis/is "a short cut,
'.this "remedy ..may-be ineffective.

The method of actually bestowing the

gift of creativity from the- leader, to M s followers .would have re*-V
■'suited' in the desired-goal.*

But tW« use 'of'mimesis will -probably do '

no more than change the external activities of the masses, of men,

, ..

Thus the impaet of eivili^atioh. upbR niimssis results in .a social.
...
- IS - v :... - ' . : ,. " -■ '
"enormlt#"- which is.Toynbee's term for the penalty paid when.

mimesis is frustrated la its attempt to popularise the new.
situation is not inevitable but is likely to happen.
follows..

■ ■ , ■■■

Such a

Social decline

'

^Emesis of Gods Dependence on-.mimesis as. the mans by whieb- the
masses are enabled 'to follow their leaders is a serious weakness of
civilisation.

As a primitive society changes into a civilisation,

moves from th© Yin-state, .into.the /lang-aetivity, mimesis is trans”
ferred-from the dead to the living.

Such a change may involve danger

by leading to a failure bred of .force.
■

..7

this peril may be; escaped by a new transfer of.mimesis— *now from

the fallible human personalities of the leaders to God Who is the
source of all creativity. . . This mimesis of God can never expose human souls that devote
themselves to,it to those disappointments and d.isillusionments
that are apt to attend the mimesis of even the most. Godlike
- human beings>..and. that produce,"when- they do arise, that moral
alienation of a restive proletariat from a now merely dominant
minority "which is .one of the symptoms of social decline and
fall. The communion between the Soul and the One True God
■
:%cannot' .thus' degenerate, into the bondage of. a slays to a despot,
for in each of the -higher religions, in diverse measure, the
vision of God^ as 'Power is tratisfigured by a vision of Him as
Lovey and th© presentation, of this Loving God Incarnate is a
theodicy which makes: the. imitation of Qhrist immme against
7
the tragedy Inherent;in any aiaes^s th8|.i:is' directed towards
■
tmregenerSte human personalities.
This iidniesis is always: free of; disspppihtment or.bondage, as
God is always envisioned a,s love.

The hxron tragedy of mimesis is

28
.ssseluded.

Mimesis heres thenj, results in grsee ena,bllng raan’s nature-

fco be .absorbed in .God ?s„

Thus the Aethod adTOoated by Plato of :-

bzlnginS oreaitivity to the Msses finds' its realisation ia:this system
which began as mimesis.
ptierSj, but to alio v

And now it is available/ not only to. philose-";
'

.

':

.
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'
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'

;

iizggoals. Itettesia5'■ In his. The.Tm® Sources of Moralitz and

:

Religion.. Henri louis Bergson states his view of the role of the ere-.;
ator in societal, and. it is this approach to. which Toynbee:repeatedly
refers-in. connection with the devolopmmnt of civilisations«
-• - Bergson admits that, society camot- move forward. t>y:.itself, without
internal or exbe.mal prodding.

He gives the credit for such movement-

to great men of action who have gone through mystie. essperionce,,"./ All
progress of any kind depends on the persistence'of these superior
•menu. Creation'is possible only because:of new.intelligence which
overcomes thd -inertia that is man *s natural- resisteneoo.. ■Genius must
be there to lead the wayi • •-:
’
:1
•

:

• v

''

'

: This impetus is thus carried forward, through the medium of
. certain meng each of whom, thereby constitutes■& species.;com*.'
posed of a single individual. If the individual is fully
. conscious of this,, if. the fringe of intuition;^surrounding
;
his intelligenee is capable of e^anding sufficiently to
envelope its object,; that is the mystic life.*

. . : Henri Louis Bergson,'5 % T m Sources.
Morality and Religion .
•R, Ashley Audra and Gloudesley Breretoxi, translators (Garden City, ;
New Yorks Doubleday and Gompahy, Znc., 1954)» -P* 99.

,/Progress is- always due to the efforts of one or more superior
men, •There is Inertia, :in accepting any innovation on the part of the'
rest of the people,

Hy&ce,.. effort is required on the pax't of the few

to find something new and on the' part of the others to accept it,
When both requirements are met, a society progresses toward civilissa- "
tion.

Probably ^primitive11'societies failed to advance, not because

they lacked inventive geniuses, but -because-- their inventions were not
used.

If a society is meting toward:civilisation, it will probably

continue on that path as a result of the promise of increased well«3 ■' ■
.T' ,
:/ 'V'
^
■■■■
being.
To get it started, more effort is required. ■“Primitive“;
societies which hatre had too easy lives have mever ha.<i to. sake the

initial effort.

They have been kept frora advancing by their own

laainess, -

-

.

The ereatiw genius who is strong enough for this work-;fsels. peaN.;
v&ded by some'being stronger and greater than^:himself. He would
'eraestly". desire' to,.transmit ttot love which he has received from on

high to all mankind.

This experience by which the'soul is lifted to ■

another plane is mystical.. It finds in most men a sympathetic
sounding-board, although the mystic trance is never enjoyed by many.
Pur® mysticism is experienced -by very few, as the great mystic "is in
4
'
fact more than a. man, ,l‘ .Humanity in general turns' to "static religion"'
for daily support.

Mystic religions often-use .the ceremonies and fora

of static religions, in presenting their higher and more vital contact
with God.

So-even hers there"is resort to the use of mimesis*

°
The goal of mysticism is the formation of a--compact.tietwsen, this - '
:

■

.

creative effort and--mankind^-' The a^stie himself is as individua]- who
goes beyond the limitatioAg of ordinary men to fulfill. God1s Sorke .•
•The: Greeks and the ancient Indians; did riot -.attain complete
mysticism, as they refused to com©'back into life to act after their
mystical experience,,

The great Christian mystics.succeeded where

•these others failed.

They came back' to the field of action after Te~

.eeiving increased energy through their experieneeo
The jtgrsties are; often considered to be mentally deranged.

But

,

the truth is that they show mn&ual mental' health in adapting themselves to life,, in.preparing for; action and in their tmqiialifisd, godd
sense6

Actually, the abnormal mental states which adumbrate their

transfoitaatiojas•ars..'to them relatively .unimportant.

Raptures •end

•

;ecstasies, are' 'merely- steps along the way -toward' their aim of
Identifying the human suad the divine wills.
It" is a great ehenge and shock to the soul of the mystic .to
leave.'ordinary ‘life .and enter into closer coasmnion with. God.' .'That Is 
ons of the reasons for the above-mentioned abnormal states,." When.

' :

'awaiting .transformationj the soul is frequently subjected to emotional'
■disturbances' and unusual states of inind.

The same,'of course",' is

true ■Of-geniuses in other fieIds0
Feeling that it will soon move into the higher lif®, the soul
hesitates -for a. moment and then dashes on towards, its union with God,
The-soul" know that- its absorption in God" is not final and entire., so .-there is a slight anxiety -connected' with its eestssy,

lit realizes-"

that -now it" a w t return to the society of men to act.

It is only in
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;

the soul’s use by God that it achieves qomplete union with Him,
Although humble because of his great experience and. outwardly like all
other men, the mystic now goes about do1 %: divine activity knowing
that. God is working in himo

'

i ri

■

••

. Bv@n the mysticism which stopped befbre coming' back to work among
men felt the necessity of teaching others about the higher life,

let

it found an. inadequacy to express, in human language the experience it
had undergone.

But the great mystics are not concerned about such,

for they have .known the touch of God and cannot but tell mmkimd about
it.

Their message is to show the love of God fox’ all men.

This is

not the philosopher's reasonable idea of the equality of all men-*'
rather* "it. is that -dehire.of ..God1s.to reaeh' humanity and make it a,

continued creation.

.

.

.

.

Mysticism,, in its work to transform humanity, has''found itself
hindered by the .necessarily"eartb-sentered attention of men. ■ It has'
.found, only one practical .way "to surmount this .obstacle.

This way is .

to make mysticism the treasure of only a few privileged .persons who

together T o m spiritual societies.

These little societies, monasteries

or religious'"orders, through their outstanding .members, keep mysticism
alive .and pass it on to.sindlar.little societies.

Though the great

"mystics tried to lift ..hmanity up to God*'.'they ..'saw that God's help was

necessary in achieving.'thisvehd and. in completing creation*.' They, dis
covered they must await the time when-humanity would be willing mid
ready to receive their message. '

.

Bergson, though admitting that the mystics have often been con*" ~
sidered isolated, individuals* holds that they are, exceptional men and ,

.

women of action.

:

■

■

. ■:

;
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'

He says that they -usually ^agree among themselves and

do h aw a. bond of •common.thought.. -

:.

' . ._■ .

. ; To Ber-gsonj then, the, creator bfc mdii. -of genius who makes innow.-.tions is the mystic.

Through, the 'mystio add his mystical:.ea®erience,

social progress takes place, •Mystics feel/ktthin thesis®Ives the
creative-urge which causes them to open themselves to the force of inspiration and to -seeZ-c to share their experience with others,;

. ZgBteJLt .gse^ of Bez^sonjs, Hyop,thesis*

Toynbee uses the same

idea of creativity being due to certain outstanding individuals as

does Henri Bergson-.

In fact, he frequently refers to Bergson and ■

quotes extensively from the latter1® The Two'Sources of Morality and
5
.
v• '
■ '
'.
He refers to Bergson as soon as he ^begins: to discuss society as
the field of action.

He -utilises Bergson1s;contention that each

individual actually.takes in the entire" .universe.

The individual is

regarded as including "as much of the universe as eomes within his
action and. thoughts

the universe is the "field" over which the soul

acts,, ;However, ■Toynbee-stresses that the field is not an -originator
of action,

flatter,:activity is initiated by individuals while the

field merely provides an arena within which active agents may become
effective. It follows that society cannot play an active part in
human creativity, ' It is the- individuals themselves that make history,
‘.Toynbee here.quotes Bergson to back up his conclusions*;. - ;•

5
',
Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History (Londons Oxford- University
"Press, 1934), III, p. 2257 “ :
*”
-V

Xt is useless to maintain that (social progress) takes place
of Itselfs bit by iait, in virtue of the^ spiritual condition
of the society at a certain period of its history. It is .
really a leap forward which is only taken when, the society
must have allowed itself to be convinced^ or at any rate
allowed itself to be shaken^ and the shake is always given
■ by somebody.0 \
"
• ■
■

'

Oreaiion'is aeeoBplished by miracle»men who are literally super**.. men.

They have attained a love, for hwanity which sets them apart

from their fellows.
mystics.

Bergson considers these creators to be.the

Creation., reaches' its high point for. them ini..their myetieal'

.experience*

.

-

.

■... . .

Toynbee combines Bergson's explanation of the mystieal e^ierienee
with the concept of Personality as presented by Smuts, to further ex- '
plain the' creative element.

In the same way as civilisations, com- .

pare with .primitive societies, so these .mystics eojipare 'with ordinary :
mortals.

3b both eases, growth conies about in a period o f .activity

which follows a period of quietness.

As 'growing civilisations tend

.;to "influence their neighbors, so creative personalities influenee— and

find they must 3jifluenea-«'dther men., Toynbee again quotes The Two
■Sources of Morality and Religion to, show that the mystics, after
having received the truth from on high,\ know that they must bring

,■

their new understanding to, the rest of mnkind.
There is then a:crisis which must, be resolveds

the species must -

b© made', to move. on. into new fields.- It is this crisis which results
6' ' ■ ' ' ' ' ■ .
' • ' :
'.'
:',
..
■Ibid.. p. ,231* (Toynbee, here quotes Bsrgsoh| see p. '308 of. ■
Audra and Brereton's translation of The TWo Sources of kferality and
■

1
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in the growth of civilizations„ The creative personality considers it
.essential that his fellow men are made like himself» But this change
will be■resisted by the inertia of the others.
The social situation•is, thus agitated by the appearance of a
great mystic.

The genius is persecuted for his innovation unless he -

persuades all his fellows to follow him.

When he succeeds5 ordinary

people find life intolerable unless they can adjust to the innovation.
In either case„ conflict results.

.

■

■ It.is only the thrust of genius: that has ever forced the
, inertia of -humanity to yield.° .
•
In his discussion of the'aspect of the creative individual which
he calls-“The Movement of Mithdrawal^and^Betum.!l Toyhbee also takes
his cue from Bergson.

Bergson’s description of the mystic's soul

moving from action into ecstasy and then;back into action again is
given in terms of the inner personality.

In terms- of social ex-

temality3 this movement is' the .withdrawal from social activity into ■
contemplation and back into society.

This recess enables the creator

to undergo the development of his latent powers and to become trans^
figured.

His xtithdreiral cannot-be-; permanent. and his return is an -

essential part of hi# role— iij fact5, it is the reason for:the with
drawal in the first place.

Toynbee does not quote Bergson:directly

here but refers to him and to his book.

' ibid., p. 237. (Toynbee here quotes Bergson^ see p. 171 of
Audare, and Brereton's translation of The Two Sources of Morality and

■
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Toynbee contrasts the Greek philosophic rejection of the return
with Bergson's view of Christian mysticism.

He notes that Bergson

considers the former type of mysticism incomplete»
In our eyes/ the culmination of
Mysticism is an entry into contact, and in consequence a
■7''partial' coincidence,, with the creative effort that is mani
fested by Life, This effort comes from God, if it is not
7 identical with God himself, ' The great mystic would be an
Individual who transcended the lijnits- assigned to the Hima
Species'by its materiality; and who thus continued and
prolonged God's action,9 .
Toynbee, through Bergson, stresses the importance of the totality
of mystic ezperienceo
The soul has already felt God's presence5 it has already>©.
7 lieved; itself to have pereeived Sim in symbolic visionsp it •
has already even attained to union with Him in the ecstasy?
but none of this has been lasting because it has all been
. .nothing but contestations, action has (always hitherto) re•=• '
. call|^ the. Soul to itself and has thus detached it from ■
The "dark night of the Soul", is that stage in Christian mysticism
which refers to.the return from the heights with God to-action'in the
field of ordinary living, .It is the apex of the Movement of
WitMrawal*»and»R©tura,

Bergson and Toynbee .both -see the_ continua*-

tion of the ¥ithdrawal»and~Betum motif in-plant life as an allegory
''
%%
'
.which- portrays that'/wvement,in,.human;.life.'
/
;

9
". .. '
•- "
' /
,Ibid, p , 254, (Toynbee here quotes Bsr^sotii see pp. 220-221
of Audm- and Broreton's translation of -The Two Sources of Morality
)
'

10 - .
..
" V .' : '
"
Ibid.„ p.- 255, (See pp. 230-231 of Audra and Brereton's
translation of The. Two Sources of Morality and Religion,)
.

p-

259.: „

.

....

.. ;. ,

,

" '

■ ,

3?

■

•;'The reader, is impressed throughout these sections of A Study of
History by the evidences of Toynbee's reliance on Bergson for his con
sideration of the part played by the creative individual in society.
.

: ■Mimesis from Tarde

■.

Tarde1s Theory: Although Toynbee does not even so much as refer :
to'Tarde5. still' his; e3g)3..ahation of the-grovith of civilisations

. .-

'thmugh mimesis is nearly identical with Tarde1s ■famous theory of
imitation.

'

.. '' ;

-

v

Tarde believed that he. had found the elemental social fact in
the phenomenon of imitation,.

He defines imitation very carefully as

"the action at a distance of one mind upon another# and of action
which consists of a .quasi-photographic.reproduction of a cerebral
■
''
■ .
;
\
'12
linage upon.the "sensitive plate of another braino,r
He holds that
original thought must have invented or created something before imi
tation can come;about.

In almost all societies some things are

invented by several men working independently and. without borrowing)
other discoveries are so difficult that their creation is especially
noteworthy and appears in an isolated instance.
Though Tarde claims imitation to be the distinctive character of
every social relation# he does not believe it is the only one.
Rather Me thinks it is :the priBiary social tie which binds men
together*''

.

•

12 ■ '
' '
.■ ; '
'■■ .: ; 'Gabriel Tarde, The laws of.Imitation (Hew York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1903 /V p« xiv

•

.

Imitation can be accomplished in two ways: by acting exactly

like the model or by doing exactly.the opposite,

So> a, society may be

considered a group of people who resemble one smother either through
imitation or through counter-imitation,

k new discovery divides its

hearers; into two classess; those who are enthusiastic about it and
those who are not enthusiastic.

Mot imitating where there is no

social contact is" only a- non-social 'relation, but not imitating even
though contact is established is really an antisocial relation.
Mon-imitation is often due to a feeling of superiority in the.group
which would normally do the imitating.
Heredity is a "necessary prop of imitation,

Imitation holds to

the necessity of a progressive march towards a great but distant"
goal,

(As individuals grow in. resemblance through imitation," they

feel more and more the ihjustice of privilege,) * , : ■
Tarde does not consider social change as coming about solely
through the activity, of:.gre$it men, .Neither does he give any
currency to the idea of impersonal factors making history, “Socially,
::
.
""
2.3 '
■
-.
everything is either invention or imitation,t! . He agrees with ’
M» .Bspinas who; sees in .insects and animals the principle “of
" '
"
' '
"'
. - it ■"
-.
individual initiative followed by im.tation," Tarde applies this
to human society likewise.
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Repetition exists for the- sake of variation. All repetition,
social, vital, or physical, i.e.. imitative, hereditary, or
vibratory repetition (to. consider only the most salient and
typical forms of maiversal repetition), springs from some
innovation just: as every light radiates from some central, point,
and thus throughout science the normal appears to originate from.
the accidental. -5
•The social being, inasmuch as he is social, is essentially imitative

Imitation is to society what heredity is: to organic life or what vibra
tion is .among inorganic bodies.
Tarde is convinced that all .resemblance is due to repetition and
that all resemblance8 of social origin are due to some form of imitation#
.

:

He holds that when great men make similar discoveries it■is because they '
have independently received fro® some common fund of instruction, tradi=
tioa and essperience.:. This, however, happens 'rarely,
•

■;

Tarde fs thesis'is that iiaitation :is' the cause of all.social likeness

:'ne admits;' th&t';there.az'e many resemblances which have been spontaneously
produced between civilizations which arenot in communieation with each

other.

But he thinks these are due to a uniformity of organic wants

which have forced men lio:follow the same trend of ideas, ''Human "nature
is much alike, everywhere and external nature, in spite of•climatic
variation, has more similarity than dissrlirdlaritjo

In this sens® similar

though-unconnected, responses to the same environment are not considered
breach®® of this theory of "iaitatlon but rather examples of physical
repetition#

'.

\

:

Without this spark {the movement of man from the animal to the
social, world), the flame of progress would never have been

' ■ 15Ibid... p; 7, ' \

; :

:

• : ■

;.. :

: .

kindled ia the primeval forests of savagery, fhis original
; ' ;set: of im-gination and: its spread thS’ongh imitation was the
true ea.use,, the sine quo non of progress. The immediate
aets of imitation i*ieh it prompted w r e not its sole re-.,
suits o-' it stiggested other aets of imagimp-on >fhieli in turn
suggested new aots and so on.without.end,^

.

■: Thus Tarde; goes-.be^nond laany advoeates of imitation by relating .all'lm8,gination to the initial aet.

*4,11 inirentions are eomposed of prior

imitations and are themselves'imitated and eventually become parts of

even more complex eoiabinationSo

.. .- ■

.,.

.

. .

. 1 .Occasionally the same solution is accepted in different.places,

Even'in extreme cases, Tarde is inclined to think that a world^tfti.de
interchange .of exsaiples imast have taken :plaee through the oenturies, ’ /
But he disagrees with historians who.maintain the necessity.of social
action, through the1;movement of armies or merehsnfc vessels,

.1

Moreover, it is not necessary that the thing that is .propa-» ..:
gated shpuld be beautiful.or.us®ftil or rational, In the '
Middle Ages, for example, a grotesque custom' existed' ia many
different places of parading, seated backwards upon an.ass,
. husbands who had been .beaten by their wives,' \Obviously such
an absurd idea could, hot have .arisen spontaneously at the same
■ time in different brains. Was it not due to iaitatidn?^/
bbseryations, Ttiiw.ls led to eoneliide thats
Society may therefore be defined as a grotzp of .beings.:who ar©
apt to.imitate, one another, or:who,, without actual Imitation,
' atie ;alike in'thtiir pdsaessloh of ooiaaon traits .whieh are
. anciettt. copies .
of the same model,!®
;.
■ '.

.-•• :
'•
'
i

’

. ^

Hypothetically,'■&'perfect society would be"such 'an'.'intense concen

tration of urban life that an ide&; would be ismediately1transiaitted from-

orie inind to all the zninds in the city0 "Society Is imitation aad imita^
' j^o.
: ■
.■
■ ■1 '■
tion is a. kind ;of soiBaaJxibulissa,11
SormiasibuliSBi is here a passive and
unquestioned acceptance.

The somambulist has his entire belief and

desire concentrated thx’oxigh fascinatibn.

■

Great leaders and, kings

throughout history have gained the approval of their people in that ws,ye.
And soeiety throtigh' adiriration and a sense of superiority brings about

social somiajiibulisis in the- people.

People who oppose .assimilation and

-

who are unsociable' are always timid and are never completely subject
to .somnambulism.' But. those who

.pre-eminently sociable are

eellent copyists,and. are ready to fall asleep.

Somnaxabulists have keen

memories and. hsMts and are highly oredulous and docile. ' That is,.
their imitation .of self is as outstanding as'their imitation of others.
Tarde agrees with Mar'idsley and says:

.

.

-

■

.It cannot: be too clearly apprehended that thereis a sort
of ixmate' tendency to mimicry. An the nervous system. . •

•

■

Tarde wonders if:the relation between the cellsof the-same brain
can be compared to the relation between too'brains when '
influenced by another.
theory.

on© isdj.reptly

Perhaps this may be attributed to the organic

Tard®, in a footnote,.*" / mexitions in connection with Sir Alfred

lyall hnd Carlyle, the tremendousinfluence whd.ch heroes have on primi
tive society. '

' .

He maintains that intentions 8.re the .causes .end not .the effects of
social necessities.

Popular desires are aroused by. previous, inventors

.
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■who were indirectly influenced, by older inventors and so on.

We

finally find as a base of every civilization inspirations which are due
to & small number of wants.

Also we see many important chance in*

ventions which"wre siade for the pleasure of discovery and were simply
the resulte of the activity of naturally creative imagination,

.

-

Thus imitations, like inventions," ,&re seen to be linked
together one after the other, in mutual if not in self de*/
pendenee. If we follow back the second chain as we did the
first, we come, logically,'at last, to self-originating imi
tation, so to .speak, to the mental•state.of primitive savages
who, like children, imitate for the pure pleasure of iai- .
tating. This motive determines most of their acts, all of
the acts, in fact, which belong to their social life. And so
1 have not overrated the importance of imitation., either, 2%
Tarde argues that social resemblances are due to imitation as vital.
resemblances are due to heredity.

History is & collection of those

things which have been the most successful, that is, the most imitated#
The elementary social acts are invention and imitation*
1

-Progress, then,, is a kind of collective thinking, which; lacks
a brain of its own, but which is made-possible, thanks to imi
tation], by the solidarity of the brains of numerous scholars^
and inventors who interchanged their successive discoveries*
Any civilization -must -inevitably continue to grow in numbers' and -

In progress towards urban life,

This .progress results, in the Increase

of nervous excitability; which-develops aptitude for -imitation..'-'Primi
tive rural -<#amdnitics. '.imitate, the.p^t»

Urban life, on the other, hand,

is characterized by nervous plasticity end opemess to impressions and
■so permits a modeiihg'upon outside types* ,

oo
Ibid.. p-p, 94-95,
2 3 Ibid0 .

.pp.. 148-149.
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' To sum up 5 ©wrytihlng.'whiefa .is' social and non*iriial or • . •! - ;
- Goa^physiGal la the phenomena d£v.$ocietS6s is ceAised
.
•tation. This is true of botti;soeial similarities end dis- : . .
. similarities , . 1 may be reminded of the fact that :ai"
" though imitation is a social thing,.the tendency to imitate
in order to avoid the trouble-of inventing, a tendency which
is.bora of instinctive indolehee, is an absolutely natural
thingo ^

‘

Toynbee’s Treatment of Tarde.'s Theory: '-Toynbee’s^ dependence- on
Tarde is-not sbotm.-by references and quotations in 4 Study; of History
as is his kinship with Bergsohp

■

let the'seeozid part of his theory of

•the growths of civili0ations«*imit&tlon following creatibh^is- -

There ajg differences, but .the re«>

unmistakably like,Tarde's thesis.

semblances and. similarities are .much more striking.
"... When Toynbee diseusses t*«at happens after creation has. been'
■effected-,';,he lean© on Tarde ’© ideas for tlte'--continuation of his argu-; :

merit6

He sees that there is a problem -raised when .some genius has up--

set society with a new thought.
the innovation and progress?

How is-the rest of society to accept

It would'b©'best if all men felt the same

urge of creation- at ■the. same time; -but this, unfortunately^ •does not
happen.

The truth is that, the same-.invention comes' at' on©-tim only to

'single persons or, at.most, to. ttro or' three.

Toynbee holds- with Tarde

.here that'these unusual occasions' of multiple invention are due to the ''
'similarity- of .social' tradition., and- background*' '

Toynbee differs with Tarde in his View of;the part played in social
change by outstanding individuals.

:: :•

: ■■■"■ : ' ''
Ibid.. p. 5 0 , ; - :

'

:

Although Tarde considers invention

■-

,. .
, •'

■■"■■■ '

:■ ■

;

'

.
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nseessazys he does not emphasige the part of the innovator as does
Toynbee„ Both agree that the creators are tremendously outnumbered by
the imczyative masses» Some mthod must be arrived at> then, if a
civilisation is to grow, of getting the majority to follow the creative
lead of the few .
Society has found it necessary to depend on mimesis to attain the
aeeeptanee by the' masses of new developments in'place of an ideal

';

"spiritual coammion!1 which never occurs, •Tarda believes that iaiitation

is the basis social fact, and^Toynbee agrees that it has been used all
through history in primitive societies and civilisations. Both ,Tarde
and Tojtoboe say that the tendency tot-jard imitation is inherent in man
kind.

Toynbee, in fact, states that's

.

"

.■

'
•

Mimesis is & generic feature of social life and that its
operation can be observed in society of both s p e c i e s . ^5'
(By "both species" he here means primitive societies and
civilisations.2?).•
. ..
'
In .mimesis it is hot neeessazy that all individuals be called upon to
display some new creative faculty! instead an already-existing 'faculty
is called, into play.
One may well wonder whether or not such an uninspiring method as
mimesis,can effectively, take, the place of universal inspiration.

Yet

'it must be noted, that it is’the way in which the majority of people ’.
have generally, been induced, to accept novelties.

2a

mimesis is the best, since it is the only, method.

this sense,

It is through this '•

prosaic means that nonerestive majorities,are often led to acquire

'

25
Toynbee, op. cit.. Ill, p. 246.

'

: ; ""

. ' i t

' - ' i ' ' -

■:

•

■

1

v

.

'

'

social benefits .which tbey othe.ryase might never' have gained,

foynfoeie:,

■ in maintaining that imitation in primitive societies is.'directed towards
■ancestors and in growing'civiliaa.tions towards pioneers, follows the

lead of Tarde who holds that the past .is imitated by primitive rural
eomsmmities whereas the present is the model for-urban life0

.

Toynbee, says that:- ,swiiere there is-:no ■invention there -.is no imite.-=
tion, ^" and. Tarde sees.the basic movement of social progress .as in-»
- vention followed by imitation, 'However, Tarde: thinks that inventions
■are the combination of previous inventions and so are, to a large @30= ,
tentj; also due-to 3jaitation«, .Toynbee,.; in. Contrast, is so' .engrossed
with .his discussion of the. creative minority and its- inspiration from
God that he does not stress imitation to the extent that Tarde does,

Tarde realises that certain original inventions wore necessary to start 'this process, tut he argues that they are fewer than, usually supposed#'
Hence, he lays the greater stress oh imitation,

.■

Although Tarde's apparent, influence on Toynbee is largely on the
subject of imitation, it is of interest to note another, similarity in
Toynbee rs section oh the Movement "of Withdrax^al^and^Betum,

Tarcie says t

■ To innovate, to discover, to awake for an instant from M s
dreaming of home and country, the individual must escape for
the -time being, from his social surroundings, .Such unusual
audacity- makes him super-social rather than social,.^
■ • And Toynbee says sv',

y ■

'

'

v

In terns of his external relations -with other individual
human beings in the social life which is the common ground

■’

-

do
''
’ .v '
■ .•»- .''
". ;v G . Somervell, abridgement of A, J» Toynbee's A Study of
Historyv:Vols, I«»?l (Hew forks Oxford University Press, 1946/, p. 245o
27’
■1-;
■
’'''V " , •
■■ Tarde, pp. pit., p. .88,
■

of his and their respective.individual fields of action,
we shall .be-,describing the' same movement if we call it a
.. ■ disengagement and temporary withdrawal of the creative per. sonality from his social milieu, and his subsequent return
■ to the sssi|^milieu transfigured s■' in1a;new ■•capacity and with
new powero*"^'
In his, discussion of mimesis, Toyrfoee depends on Tarde's view as
much as he utilises Bergson.*s ■explanations•when" considering creation,.
If he here fails to credit,Tarde for.these views, he clearly finds in
Tarde, or- in one of,his school, the arguments■which he uses in'his own
study.

28
■ ..
:Toynbee, op, cit0, iSI, p,

248,

CHAPTER I?
EVALUATION
Toynbee’s Two Theories

Toynbee's Distinctionsg Toynbee clearly has two theories-^one
for creative individuals and another for the uncreative majority*~and':
these bear a striking resemblance to the organic and the individualis- ;
tic theories which he purported to reject.

In effect? he uses the

former for the masses and the latter for. the creators.
According to the organic theory, society is real and more worthy
of respect than the individual.

In 'fact, the individual is -,.uniaporiant=,

This much of this hypothesis fits Toynbee's xmereative majority.
individuals belong :to this group.

Most

They exist in society en masse,

originate nothing'and derive their being from the -group'.

Their chief •

value in this plan is in contributing to the following which the leaders
obtain through mimesis, •

■

This organisaie and monistic view is combined in Toynbee with a :.
purely individualistic pluralism.

For when he considers the creative

minority, he can be understood only by interpreting'his view in terms
of individualism.

Here he deals ivith the superhuman creators or

■

geniuses who move beyond the limits of their group and, under the best
conditions, bring their group with them.

They are Bergson!s "mystics"

who express the elan vital, Toynbee calls them "creative ■

■

.

■.

.' ' ■ - v

:

, ■

;V
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i
‘'
’;'
mutations, 11 Their powers are developed during periods of withdrawal
from society.

'

They are largely independent of their environment and

could evidently exist apart from society,

Toynbee gives no explanation, •

of the origin of their genius and does not 'say whether or not he thinks
the, life..and- times of each creator contribute to his rise.

It is by'

means of the ideas; or -inventions' of this minority "that society progresses.
Society depends,on.them, anti not they on society.
Thus Toynbee combines portions of the two theories.

The question

naturally arisess :Gabnot/ a proposed solution to the problem incorporate
parts-of -two-or more previous hypotheses?

The answer is that such a

combination is legitimate if the views are not antagonistic to each
other, but-it is impossible in Toynbee *s scheme as he attempts to join
two mutually exclusive doctrine's, ActuaB^y,'they are incompatible'.

The .

organic theory cannot be combined without contradiction with any claim
to the rights of the individual.

If one is true, the other is false,

;Extreme organieism holds that the individual is nothing, whereas extreme
individualism holds the opposite.

These.-two views -cannot be reconciled;

and Toynbee does not -attempt a reconciliation, but leaves the two
theories standing side by side.
This leads to the further question as to whether it is not proper
-to; apply- two theories to two -groups.. Cannot one group- fall into the

organic system and another be treated under the individualistic scheme?
The answer here is that Toynbee1s two theories do not apply to-two

1

,

-.

.

Arnold J,, Toynbee, -A Study of History (Londons Oxford .University
Press, 1934),-111, p, 2357 ~
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separate groups but rather to related parts of the same group.

For his

philosophy of history does not speak of the growth and later disintegra^
tion of the creative minority and the uncreative majority separately,.
Instead, his “civilisations **'advance or retreat in toto, Their parts
can hardly be separated for-treatment end then reunited to act as wholes
in other steps of his Study.

In.Toynbee’s theory,.then,.there are -two clear-cut parts?
creative and the non=creative elements.

the

Is there any middle ground?

'What-about those persons who do not belong to.either, ssctipn?.Psychol-ogy has'shown that in all aspects of life there is a gradual, tapering” :

off from one extreme to the other; the, normal curxre of distribution
applies in all phases of'life.

:This oanabt be denied in the field of ,

creation, and the bitoodal .distribution of. creativity which the theory
assmies is completely without, seientific-foundation.

Mediocrity

simply .does not figure-iji Toyiibe'e ’s accoimt, although both experience
and scietido: show that aiost men.-are iaedioer‘e.
Bergson sees the division into two classes -as being a dangerous''
-thing.

'1

'

-

The truth is tliat dimorphism generally, makes of each of us
both a leader with.the instinct to command and a subject ready
to obey, although the second tendency predominates to the ex
tent of being the only one apparent in most men.'» . . We have a clear vision of this in times of revolution. Unassuming
citizens up -to that moment humble and obedient,, wake up one
fine day with pretentions to be leaders of men.. , . . The re
sult is sometimes goods great men of action have been re
vealed who were themselves unaware of their real capacity.
.
But it is generally unfortunate 0.2
..

Henri Bergson,' The Two Sources of Morality and Religion.
’R. Ashley Audra and Gloudesley Brereton, translators (Garden City, lew
Yorks Doubleday and. Company, Inc., 1954), pp. 278-279.
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This accusation may justly be brought against Toynbee-~an<l, in fact, it
applies to Bergson himself„
Toynbee 1s Attitude Towards the Other Theoriesg Toynbee's view com.«=
bines parts of both the organismie and the 'individualistic theories.
At some points in his Study. Toynbee uses the language of individualism^
■It is evident that a society-.in'process of civilisation^ '
articulates itself through the individual human beings.^
In other parts, he speaks like an organicist;
. . o hwsan beings who.ere not only individuals but are
also social animals in the sense that they could not exist
at all— ror at any rate.not hximahly— inthout being in this
social relation td.th one another.A
.
-

.He thus leaves: himself open, by'utilising both, to criticisms which

attack :the faults of.both.

Although he mentions the social relations

which human beings enter into in society,^ he does not say that for the
unereative majorities he accepts the social influences of organicism.
Neither does he claim the rights of individualism for the creative

minority.

So, though he uses individuals'and also their social context,

he does not sake',clear, that, he is speaking of two distinct groups and
that he is applying different theories to each.
In beginning his investigation of the relation between growing
civilizations and individuals, Toynbee seems to dismiss the existing

views somewhat carelessly.

■

'

.^Toynbee, op_. cit... Ill,, p, 217.
4 Ibid..

p.
$
.■
hoc. cit.

223.

' ■■

;■

.

¥e esin esipress the. relations tietwen S'deiety anct, -'- '
Bidividml indiffez'ently by either of these two mutually
inverse, -fornmlae; _and^ this esiblguity seems to show that
either: foraula is-inadequate 'p, :=

•

'

:

The ambiguity which is presented by having two.opposite theories
hardly strikes the reader as enough reason' .-to.consider either or Both
of those views as inadequatec •
. ■- ' : "' .■, '7 . ' ',
. -■
i ;;
- . The qmtatiozi f.roB. Smuts which .Toynbee-Includes .to show the
fsllaey of individualism might b©' considered a good argument, for organicisa.0 :-Toynbee‘S':criticisias. of the two theories are-not •without -,
merit; he points out faults in both which are often used to show their weakness,, -Tet there is-a teMency in Toynbee to use arguments .againat
one hypothesis %fM.ch. might be eonside.red -in- support of the opposite
-'View* -And, of course,' however- valid;his eritieisms may bo,- they do
not -necessarily lead to any acceptance, of his view*-. '
. .-Toynbee' mis-states „ihe opposing:vieWs*'To hi#-'individualisa

makes, society "nothing but a sum or.--aggregate; of atomic and autonomous •
individuaLso” -He presents'organiciem 'With society as the reality and
the individual as one ’f,who ean neither exist nor be conceived as as
existing in.,any other capacity or in any other settingo11^ Toynbee
’.calls -these t%ro theories inadequate„ His theory is equally inadequate, .

A cz'itlcism of Toynbbe Is viexv/does' hot iitply acceptance of either of

^

;■

the otters.:
lerns.
n

''

; ■ '''

•

.■

:■
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A fihal. judgment: aust ask .which theory solires more phqb"

Toynbee '.s view leave® too m n y questions manswered to be

o

M
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a

;■
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d

^

f

o

r

:'

Criticism of Concepts of; ;

/’ ■

'•

''

'

.

, Creations Toynbee acoepts Bergson1s conclusions regar’
ding the
‘
source’of 'Creative activity

For both,'- thSs comes about through, the -

work Of the great mystics in history, • Bergson1s'theory of elan vital,
.the vital impulse, requires a met&physie&l e.iq3l®ia,tior«5, thoijigh, ' The’
only one that can be' given is that some power bestows this creative
faculty on certain individuals,

Neither Bergson nor Toynbee gives any

reason dr.:suggestion ^ y certain individuals are chosen to, receive
this, gift, ■ The 'question ’reraaitts u&antWeredt, how or ;why do creators,
emerge? Is not social influence at least a contributing factor? Are
these cNative individuals.chosen by:God or through some metaphysical
predestination?
plained, .

Toynbee- leaves this problem, mysterious and unex

' ;
■

; ■:;

.

;

Since social progress takes place through this creative minority,
it- is basically mysterious and inessplieable. Are the' creative per
sonalities really autonomous individuals5'or is there' something in
society to account for their •creativity? Is.the individual eosplete
in himself, or is he brought to fruition only when he is a part of
society?

Toynbee never discusses th© particularization of the cre

ative impulse in certain human beings, .So he mkes no attempt to
settle the issue as to whether the creative individual is; himself the .
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author of social progress or merely the bearer of inspiration from on
high.

It can be said,, in truth, that '"Toynbee swallows Bergsonian
IQ
metaphysical. •distinctions without empirical test.,l"'
This weakness has been adversely commented upon by many of those

who have investigated Toynbee 1s work.

Sorokin sayss

Toynbee's minority remains a complete mystery after the
.what,' how, whence,- and why of its emergence and dis
appearance, . Instead of explaining the creativity of a.
given group,; his postulate itself -requires, eihen greater
elucidation than the question of why some groups become
civilizations while others do not.
.
This same philosophical sociologist notes several factors which
he considers as partial explanations of creativity and which he fails .
to find considered in Toynbee.

Included among these, he lists -"supra-

sensory and supraratioaal genius" (from heredity or some other m ~ ;

known source), social need," cmss^fertiliaation of cultural streams51
(the use of non*indigenous cultural .elements, to aid in the development
of .native cultures), cultural freedom (the absence of censorship and
regimentation^fhieh would suffocate cre.ative work) and luck, ' T h e
first named of these is the only one which Toynbee may be credited
with including in his Study. .Sorokin thinks that some attention should
be paid to all of these el@ments~"snd probably more**to obtain a full
treatment of the subject*

-

■ / .

q . Q i

v

' ■

. ..

.

;

v :

.

' Bi D. Wolfeg "Dissenting Opinion on Toynbee, " Amerieaa Mercury;
6 4 2 750 (June 1947) o
"
""kpitizia. ;A. Sdrokittj ,
:S6'cial philosophies of an Age of Crisis
(Boston? The Beacon Press, 1950), pT" 232,
•

p.
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In stating bis'view*.Toynbee combines ideas from Bergson and
from Jo G. Smuts.

Such a.combination may be.;.questibned> for the two

men are advocates of opposing theories.
the .mystic is a form of individualism.
him in the camp.of the organicists,

Bergson's .explanation of
But the' Holism of Smuts places
..

\

'What is not generally recognised is that the■conception of
the whole covers a much wider field than that of life, that ,
. its- beginnings are traceable already in the inorganic order ■
'' ■,of nature's and that beyond the ordinary domain of biology
it applies in a sense to human associations like the State,
, . :and to the creations of the human spirit in all of its:
greatest and most significsarb activities,^
.
'
:
Smuts goes as far- as to. condemn individualism on the grounds that it
neglects speiety ifhieh. actually creates all individuals,., V

1

Pure individualism is a misleading abstraction? •ths indi- :
vidual becomes conscious of himself only, in society., ■*. .
.The individual springs from'Universal Holism,^
Although Toynbee' joins the findings of .Bergson and-of Smuts, yet
Smuts'himself has strong words for certain Bergsonian ideas-which show
‘ a mental, antagonism that cannot be resolved, as simply as Toynbee
undertakes to do.
-

We thus have" behind .Evolution not a mere vague and"-.Inde.finable Impulse or elan vital, the bare idea of passage
...or duration without, any. quality or character, and to" which
no value or character could be attached but something quite '
definite, ^ .
-

A J.:6 Smuts, Holism, and Evolution (Mew York: The Macmillan
Company, 1926), p, 9B, .
.
.
1!
, ' - ' ■'
- ;' .-'
-.■. .
' ■'" IK ■ "
'
'
'
Ibid.pp. 99-100. .

'\
-

/ _•.

' .

Toynbee follows Bergson in saying that creators find it
necessary to share their new discoveries and always do so.

:

But is

that true? There is the possibility, which must be realized, that
creators' who did not share remained mknowu

Bergson would say, •in

that case,:_that the creator failed to live up to his inspiration and

so was really not of the elite group.' Perhaps, thezi, the question is .
not one of creation but rather* one•of. creative leadership.
Imitation: Modern social psychologists do not give much weight

to Tarde's theory of imitation.
in professional circles,

It has generally been discredited,

Tarde rejected the biological theory of the .

origin of crime and. substituted for it imitation..

Then he extended

imitation .as the;fundamental.social fact which made possible social

change.

William James considered imitation instinctive, but others

rejected that view as there, are no certain- behavioral patterns con-”'
nected with it.
■Imitation is ho longer considered a reasonable way of,ejqilaining

social progress.

Imitation is only resorted to when it is profitable.

Actions are imitated only when they are seen to be successful and-

when' it appears to be the best-way to a certain goal.

Psychological

investigations have shown "that we do not learn by imitation? we learn
: ' ' 16
:
' ;
to imitate."
'/
.-Snitation cannot be defended as a-means of social progress, as it
•doeMlt. take place indiscriminately. *Imitation is never-done in

; * Otto Kleinberg, Social Psychology (New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1940), p. 441®
.
"

, general but.selectively,,, ’’There is-no tendenGy’
-to-xiiu.tate-in-generalj
'imitation is selective.:”

1 individuais,do

.not'accept -all behavioral

patterns of their environment but are' all non-conformists to some ex
tent.

Fads and .fashions are often given as. examples :Of -imitationsj,

but some are never accepted.

And all people accept only some of them.

■ Varipus exiitures.emphasise■
.various tjrpes of imitation. Imitation also
varies with the education of the potential imitators.
• • imitation may be defined: in % circular* way, which says, that imita- '
■;vition peotirs beiattse :people have a."tendency to imitate^: or\ it/my be '
defined as deliberate copjdng which is' only one of many forms of inter
action.

Some, actions seem to .be: iaiitative only because they occur

under similar conditions.

(As, for example, when many individuals in

a theater audience respond to a stage situation in the same way.)
imitation can be ejjplained in various ways.

So .

When it .occurs directly, ;

it happens .because -the actions ox* the .actoi* imitated have value.; ox* ."
present the proper solution, for the problem seen, ■ “There is no drive
:
18
' — ..
"... :
' •
i- .' ' ' . ■
'
/ ■to imitate. ,r‘ Hence imitation is demonstrably deficient' as a hypo- thesis to ei?plain social movement.

And Toynbee1s dependence upon

imitation to complete part of his theory results in a decided weakening
of his plan.
.

i

• ■

.. .

Toynbee mentions, that there are. two' ways for the. creative

minority to seeure a following,of the masses: by »d.mesis and by ': '

/ 1 ? - - '' ' ' \
'
''
. ^
. ■ .. Theodore M. Newcoab, Social Psychology (Hew York: SherDryden
Fress, 1950), p. Ill
.
XS
•
: -', .
--Kleinberg, og. eit., p. # 2 .
.

: ;

:

■

:

' -

•, ■ ■.

. ; .■■■

, . : - ■

■- se

Of'course society involves a relation^' but is it not considerably more
than that?. ■ : ■

,

■ .■

:-

■ • -

The society is not, and cannot be5, anytliing. more than 0,
mediwi of cofflmmicatiQn through which the individua,! huaan ■
beings interact i-ti-th one anothez*Q
.
-

v

•Nothing'Toynbee has said, would lead to the conclusion that society is
not “anybhing Biore”.than the above,. Are there not individuals In
society also?

.

■

' ■ " ■ ■

-

Sorokin criticises Toynbee for his "fatal error" of confusing •
cultural systems ,and civilizations,.

They author of Social Philosophies

of an Age of Crisis accuses Toynbee of Biixing up social, and cultural
systems to the extent of making a class of.civilisations out of
esseht5,ally different social, gro.ups>.: This'error., Sorokin holds, leads
to others in A Study of History* • .

•.

■ Others, too-, have been troii&Xed by Toynbeees lack-of care.', in his.
definitions,

.

■

It is obvious, for ezampld, that :he never says:clearly .
•
what-'he.'means' by “ciyilisation,M and yet he talks about
;
the speeies11 a|' if he were operating with the. precision .
of a zoologist
"

Stephen

0

,. Pepper finds a .similar fault with Toynbee,-. He thinks

that- the latter does not distinguish among "species or logical classes
of culture, " "comaamal institutionsand:'
Mfunctional institutions,"
Toynboe, According.to Pepper,' does not say whether his.twenty-one
civilizations are speeies or separate; individual,s,

; ^Ibid,,.p, .231, . ;

,

■

. ..: .

.

. .■ .

Hicks, "The Boldest Historian," Harper’s Magazine; 194s122
(February 1947)',
: " .:
v
.. .

•

''

Pepper‘s definition of society removes many of the diser@panc.ies

:found, in Toynbee's statement,,:

/,•

■ k society is. comprised of the organisms and9§rtifaets con"
.stituting the seat of its*'cultural pattern.
(The seat of
a, cultural pattern consists in the physical organism of the
persons interrelated by institutionalised, responses together
'with the artifacts imbedded in these relations„X
. Toynbee's definition certainly should contain, as does Pepper1s,
some reference to the part in society which individuals occupy.,

V

intelligible Field of Studys Toynbee's initial definitions
finally get him Mto a difficulty which smy cause the entis'e structure
of'his Study to collapse.

To begin with,, he. maintains that not the

nation-but the "civilimtioh" is the "intelligible field of study.”
As he continues ^ t h his discussion, he discovers complications. The empirieal survey_which we. have lios just cofiLpl©ted has,
/..■in.fact,-made.'it clear/.thatp'while‘>the .definition; df s :'
■:
eiyili^ation as .being "ait intelligible field of study -"can
be" accepted Virtually without qualification so long as the ■
■ -particular eivllissatlon that we* are studying is. still in
growth, thev definition can orOy be rmintained with reseWa'#,
tioris when. we. come to .the disintegration stage. °
■:
At this point; his observation ianst broaden itself.

"The intelligible

field” which proved satisfactory in the study of a growing .civiliKa"
tion must bo- considerably widened when the civilisation under obseiva^
tion enters the disintegration stage.

And when Toynbee comes to, the.

Stephen 0. Pepper, Chapter H X “Cultural Pattern- and Social
.Integration” of unpublished book, p.. 7.
•

~

I

'

.

-

6b
point where he speaks of higher religions arising in disintegrating
civilizations,:~he finds that he must further change his approach.,

If,

as he argues, religions are due to the impact of one civilization upon
another, thoss religions can be understood only by considering both
involved civilizations.

Then the. "intelligible field." takes in two •

civilizations instead of one as originally, and the basis of his
,'27
;
;
Study changes.
'/ i "
,

'

.

As'Toynbee pushes his investigation of history deeper into, the

field of religion, he makes a clean.break inth his early definition.
Mow, however,.that, our Study has carried us to a point at
. which the civilizations in their turn, like the parochial
^states of the Modemiiestem-World at the oirbset of our
investigation, have ceased to constitute intelligible
fields of study for us and have forfeited their histori
cal significance except in, so far as a minister to the
progress of Religion, x<e find that from this raore illu
minating standpoint,, the species itself has lost its
.specific unity.28.
- -

.

So Toynbee himself, in his later volumes, destroys a definition which
delineates the scope of .the work which his. first volumes began to

build,

:

lot all writers agree here with Toynbee.

Pepper s«sys the, politi

cal community -rather then Toynbee's i'iittelllgible •fie.ld of historical
study" is the "true social entity.,r

■

When- Toynbee states that not the.nations but the civilisations

are intelligible .fields of study, may not the same reasons be used to

27aid., f, p. 372.

- '

28Ibid.. Vlly pv:449.
• 29
■.
.Pepper, op. cit., p. 10.

I ' ,

,

.
,

.

'

.

■

.

-

argue.that the individual is not understandable by himself outside:of
society?

This org&tiismic. view is strengthened further on in Toynbee's

discussion.'

'-v

'

; ...

Throughout, it is impossible to group the significance of a
particular member's behaviour under a particular.ordeal
without taking some account of the similar or dissimilar be«haviour of his fellows and without viewing the successive
ordeals as a series of events in the life of the whole
society. 30
.
',
Traces of Organicism in Toynbeeg

(a)

Cyclic Theory? .Toynbee, is criticized by many for the com

parison he makes of the life-cycle of civilization being somewhat simi
lar to. a person's life,

Sorokin finds his choice of an "organissic

variety of life-cycle” one of the main detractions in A Study of History
This accusation of organieism sounds rather 'strange to the reader, for
.Toynbee mekes/^

.organic view.

At an earlier stagei in this Study we have noted that
• societies are vnoty in fact,'living organisms’in any

sense.31

-'.i:.,:; '

a--.

. .

,:r

^

...

.

The truth is, Toynbe© .himself criticizes" Spengler for this very
weakness.

;

; "

.

..

■'

Herr Spengler . . . is asking us to.induce from this \
. handful of facts/a 'universal and ineiaorable laxf; and , . « ■
he is attempting to mask the inadequacy of the evidential,
basis on which his; tremendous induction has to stand, be- ,
., . • hind the. simile in which he likens.the career of a civili- .
zation 'to^the life-history of a hivaaai being or-other'living
organism.3*
■ . '
1

30
•'
'
Toynbee, oj>..cit., i, .p. 23.

31
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Pepper finds ,
the analogy to physiological life inadequate „ He
thinks that Toynbee errs, in attempting to- depict stages which are ex
pected to be fulfilled.

'

.

Zn some parts of Toynbee's discussion-"asjl for example, when he
1

-

33

speaks of the "craving-for-life"-of universal states

much like an organicist,

.

--he sounds

let he strongly maintains in many places

that the: theory of organicism is false. ■
(b)

Inevitability of Deaths of Societies$ If society is

likened to an organism. It -must fall heir to the usual organic fate of
death.

Some critics see this as one of the faults of To^mbee. Pepper

observes that a person goes through a .normal .life-cycle but that a '

.

society does not follow, the same process because it is free from any

'

specific physical body; "theoretically, a society could, foe immortal.
;

Sorokin finds:unpalatable, Toynbee's obsession with the deaths of

civilisations. .He'concludes that Toynbee, having erroneously taken a
motley assortment of social groups and having observed that all such
groups are mortal, believes that civilizations inevitably die.
'
35
includes Toynbee among the "undertakers:of civilization."''

He

■

In reality, Toynbee does not claim the demise of civilizations
is inevitable.

33

'

VII, p. 6p
34

"'Pepper, og. eit., p. 49,

35

.

Sorokin, op. tit,, p. 224.
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.The dead civilizations are not 'dead by fate1j and there
fore a living civilization is not doomed inexorably in
advance algrare ad pluress to join the 'majority of its kind .
that have suffered -shipwreck*^®

Hi,short," it can, be noted that inevitability,is not "a legitimate part
of Toynbee1s theory.

.

Toynbee^ it should be understood, rejects the theory of in
evitable cycles as sharply as he does the theory of inevit- 1
able progress«37
.
.
(e)

Inflexibility .of Toynbee1s Systems ."Toynbee-'s conception of

history has been criticized for-its lack of flexibility,

it is said

that he sees a certain pattern of life in civilisation and demands a
corresponding pattern in any culture which he investigates. Sorokin

considers any attempt'to mold all history into a single pattern .as a
Vn
^
38
blunder.
Furthermore, although the number of exceptions steadily
mounts as, his analysis proceeds, he always speaks as if
uniformity were the rule. Ihdeed as several critics have
■ ' pointed out, Toynbee takes Hellenic civilization, which he
knows best,, as the paradigm,' and tries0to make twenty other
civilizations'ponform to that pattern.J°",
.
.
,‘
Toynbee himself, however, does not see his beliefs.as being in
flexible.

It is interesting to see that his answer to the question,

"Do you believe that history repeats itself? , 51 shows his refusal to
class himself with those who picture history as falling' into;.any given

plan. ■

- ,

■ ■

36
Toynbee, op. cit.. W, p. 39.
37 ■
Hicks, og. cit.. p. 123.
38 ;;
y
v y
. ’Sorokin, pp. clt.i pp. 291-292. ;
39
Hicks, op.' cit.. p. 122.
„ .

,
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’’Repeats itself ” is ambiguous „ It may nxean iSis fooxmd to
repeat itself" through the working of some inexorable law of
nature which cannot be broken by the action of human minds
and willsj or it may mean "has sometimes repeated itself in
the past," and therefore can repeat itself,•without there
'
being any evidence that, it is bound to repeat itself,; I"be
lieve that history "repeats' itself" in the second of these
two alternative senses, but not in the first. X am not a
. deteraiinist,^
(d) Organic!sm as a Metaphors

Even though Toynbee rejects

oi'ganieism in his solution, it would not be unprofitable for him to
consider it as a metaphor illustrating the. constitution of societies.
This interpretation may be used in understanding this illustrations
We have compared our eiviliaation to rock-climbers| and on
the showing of this simile the seyer&l climbers, though
. they are eertainly separate individuals, are■also all
representatives of a:single species and are all engaged
upon sji identical'ente.ipirise. ^
■

In his abridgement of the first six- -Volumes of A’-Study of History.
,
Somervell states.that :lt 'is not always, well-—in fact, it is dangerous—=
to use analogies from organic life when dealing with societies but then'
goes on to do so.

He' issues & reminder that the growing period of

living organisms is rather short.

He also differentiates between or

ganisms, and societies by pointing out .that the fomer has its length'
of life limited, by its nature while the latter has ho .necessary
'42
.
.
limts. .

itO
.
A. Jo Toynbee, "ToynbeeAnswers TenBasic"Questions.,,r The New
fork Times Magazine; p. 9 (February 20, '1955)•
" 41
Arnold J. Toynbee, kStudy of History(Londons Oxford University
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/*■%, ;G, Somervell, abridgement of A. J. Toynbee’s A Study of
History. Tola. :I-VI (New York: Oxford •'University Press> 1946).,
p. 2 7 3 (ed. note)..

In spite of his. protestations^ -.Toynbee, seems to! depend, upon this
metaphor in places in his Study; .When he speaks of an moreative ma- .
jorltj folloxti.ng'a ereative minority through drills, he wlteS' that.
this process takes place in natural'organisms and in society,^

:

How'fars then, can this analogy be pushed? Does Toynbee err in
utilising this metaphor?
towards organieism.,

The answer.-must take into -account "-his attitude

He very.,explicitly -states in many, places in his

'--

book, that the organie. theory is not true. .Mien he uses it,:, therefore,
as :a metaphor, it s e e m .essential that -he 'so state, ...He may thus use
it without incurring the confusion of his readers by making.it evident.
that he is utilising a -mere figure of speech.

If, on the other hand,

he -refers, to '.society-in organic terms without telling what he is

doing, he may mislead hi-s -audience.whoa he. has told that organicism '
isfallacious,./k criticism-of .his'use of this figure may follow the "
- .
-same lines as.his comment on Spongier1® picturing of a civilisation.'-in
organic temss

•

v

'

\

'

'

', .

. ''

.

As. an effective ..artifice of. literary expression this simile
., might-.
-have- -been .allowed to pass; but, when w :detect "its.:
': author in the act .of misusing' it for the: purpose of glasing
over- a weakness in his chain of argument, we are bound to
.. point out that this'simile has no basis.in facta&&

The Analogy of the "Search^IAghtss- -In his illustration of the '
seareh-»lights, Toynbee .raises several problems,-' Si. the first place,
are the lights prime movers? ,.0r are they merely channels for this

,

/t3

-

-

Toynbee, op. sit,. I?, p, 125,
.: ^ % i d ,, p, 121,
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light from elsewhere?

.

.
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And from where does their power, come? Actual

seareh-lights. are connected by wires to a power source.

Each light

may have its individual generator, or a battery of lights may share

"the same power supply.

The question arises here, then, as to the

origin of the power used by Toynbee 's lights,. Are they all connected
to "the- same source?

Or are they complete “individuals” with private

generating, equipment? Again, this example,develops the idea that the :
individuals, as portmyed by these lights, are independent of each

other whatever the union of their beams may signify. •Is this to be
construed as meaning that individuals do not affect each other at all?
But individuals do affect other-individuals, and their infIxience-is
not only on the clouds.

The search-light, analogy gives the Impression

that the lights are entirely independent.

This example leaves out any

reference to eomamication between individuals.

Is their influence

exerted through society, and does Toynbee mean that individuals are
not modified, by private dealings with other individuals?

Thus th®

illustration of the search-lights serves., to further.part of Toynbee's

theory,;but it-'also. poses a nmber ofiqijesMons which eamoi.help hie'
'■arguments,. .

-

. '

Qni^linear Activity in Social Progress s From the illustration of

the search-lights,1Toynbee:Concludes*
that this activity originates in one, and one only, of its
■ two poles and can only flow in the one direction, ^

HI, p. 230.
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This st8,tement implies''that society has litile influence upon .the
individual,

{To3?iibe.e M$nself.disapproves that view in noting that

individuals are social animals who eould not exist, without' this social
/6 '
'
■■
'
uniono) 4
He state's that history Is never the product of society but
that it is-due'to individual, act,ions= . It is these individuals that"
"make" human histoxy.

This statement is questionable„ The 'reader is

led to wonder if societies have not "made^ history in times of war or :
plague or colonisation.\ In. Stephen Vincent Benet’s short story, "The
Gurfew Tolls," an alternative to Toynbee's account of creative, leader
ship is given*'. 'There, •fiction presents the illustration of a man1s
genius frustrated: through the accident of birth into m
social, milieu.

ineompatible

Napoleon:is pictured as unable to e»rcise his .

Bd3.ite.ry talent-because of being held.down by circtaastances.

Although

■he has .the'Skill, he -lacks-:the' opportunity, to. use M s native:ability,^
It seems that 'history is' not dependent merely upon individual creation,

that the advent of something new is not a sufficient cause of the
moveaent tfe call history0

'. 'fovnbee-'s-Methods ? ; He cohstairbly utiidKeh illustrations from his
vast knowledge of .historical facts to.give weight to ills, conclusions,
2h .the

,section bn The Moveiaent; of Mthdrawal^and^'tetimi, for example,

many instances are given which are to show that such withdrswal-and'
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^Stephen Yinceni Benet, "The Gurfew Tolls,” The Stephen Vincent
’BgMt.' Po.eket Book. 'Robert:Van Qelder; editor (New York: Pocket Boolcs, ;
Inc., .1946/, pp. I43»146.
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return is a neeessazy part of ■any significant contribution to-social•
groi^in . He lists Saint Paul* Loyola, The Buddha, David; 'Gaesar,
Mohammed, LeMn, $>fe,ehiavelli and otters.

His argument cannot so easily

be proved, as mere examples are never conclusive5 and the anecdotal
method is by no means a model of scientific rigor.

It is possible in

most lives to distinguish certain periods which-— because -of education or training— are different enough from normal activity to be labeled
withdrawal.

However, examples can be given to "prove" the opposite of

Toynbee's contention.

To illustratei. Toynbee includes Kant x-ti.th the

above named men; yet Kant could as easily be listed among those who
did not withdraw in preparation- for later return.

Perhaps the most

that these examples can show is that creative work normally requires
oppdrfcuhity for concentrated'thinking,

'

Although Toynbee deplores the increasing use of "laboratory
techniques11 in the study of the l$umatid.ties,/v he himself repeatedly

-

refers to his own work as an empirical study, , An historical study can
hardly be based on experiment and first-hand experience, yet it can be
expected- that it m i l be comparatively:; exhaustive in its treatment,

A

Study of History, however, compasses such a tremendous scope and range
of subject -matter -that.it is beyond reason to expect it to be ex-» -

haustive.

But it should consider those aspects of. each case which

give a representative view of every situation, .Jn short, it should be

representative if not exhaustive.

US
Toynbee, o^,; -ci^, 1 ,.p.

4

Instead, It seems that Toynbee has

,

-

taken certain notions,.elevated them into "lawsand scrutinised bis:
great store of histoz’ieal infomation'for eJCEiaples %hioh “illustrate11MS' laws,

'On this basis, it appears fair to:-deny Toynbee ‘a- claim to..

empirieisfik ' ',

■' ■"• '

•'’

,lt, is equally obvious that his facts do not fit his theories
quite as neatly as he assumes» „ «• 0 he necessarily relies
on guess-work, and his guesses always support his
hypotheses.^
'
.
'
Sidney Hook, besides his main criticism that".Toynbee bases his work on
theological assumptions, holds'that Toynbee's conclusions are entirely
■
50
separate from his premises.
;

.Conclusions

'

Has Toynbee's -solution to the individual-soeiety relation
question been discovered?

He explicitly rejects the individualistic

and -organisnde answers and calls them inadequate.

His view is that

society is a relation, is a ground upon which takes place the action
initiated by the individuals.

This view is also Inadequate.

actually incorporates the other hypotheses into his o>m.

Toynbee

iihen he

speaks of the creative minority, he has .recourse to the individualis
tic viewj when the mereative majority, cotes up, he clearly treats them
according to the organic view.

His theory, then, is not so much a new

creation as a composite of the former views,

fiather than solving the

49

Hicks, qpi. cit.,, p. 122.
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Sidney Hook, “Mr. Toynbee's City of God,“ The-New Partisan
Reader; 1945”1953,'William Phillips and Philip Rahv, editors (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1953), pp. 54S-550.
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.•problem/ Toynbee merely.adds •another inconclusive answer to those

already given-

But, it may be noted, Toynbee's answer is not sub

stantial enough to take its place alongside the classic views which ;
have endured for so long.
Although Toynbee denies out-of~hand the organic theory3 enough
evidence of it is seen in.his writing to consider that its influence
upon.him has not been negligible» In fact, the reader is frequently
led to wonder whether he should believe Toynbee1s criticisms against
orgameism or his uses of it in his own theory0
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